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Abstract 
The article analyses the making of the television theatre production The Picture, 
directed by Lucian Pintilie, for Hollywood Television Theatre, using elements of his 
applied aesthetics as they are presented in his artistic autobiography bricabrac, 
published only in Romanian. These elements are: incorporation into ‘the Real’, 
metaphysical gag, matter and antimatter, intensity of the moment and celestial 
mechanics. 
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I n 1971 Lucian Pintilie is invited by Hollywood Television Theatre – Channel 131 to 
direct Eugene Ionesco’s play The Chairs. He accepts the invitation with one condition: 
instead of the seminal text proposed by producer Lewis Freedman, he wants to stage 

a less known play of Ionesco, Le Tableau (The Picture, 1954), which he considered a ‘chef-
d’oeuvre ignored, in the first place, by its author’ (Pintilie, 2003:303)2. Pintilie’s personal 
motivation for this choice was that the play’s ‘combination of nihilism, surrealism and 
circus humour’ (Pintilie, 2003:306) was echoing his state of spirit at that moment: ‘The 
Picture matched my tempestuous nihilism, the destroying and macabre – yet deliriously 
buoyant – way I was feeling the theatre (and the world) at that time.’ (ibid.)

Subtitled by Ionesco guignolade, the play is an absurd farce which turns grotesque, 
with four characters – Le Gros Monsieur (The Fat Gentleman), The Painter, Alice (the 
sister of Le Gros Monsieur) and The Neighbour Lady. A successful stockbroker wants to 
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buy a painting from a poor painter, ‘excessively timid’ and dull. A soul of an artist deep 
down, he craves for beauty. The playwright indicates in didascalies his prosperity by his 
generous features, the several golden objects he uses to pick his teeth, nose, and ears and 
by the imposing leather armchair in which he sits, in front of an enormous desk which 
occupies the middle of the stage. On the contrast, his sister Alice is described by Ionesco as 
‘very old, wears a dirty apron, heavy, worn shoes, messy white hair gets out of her bonnet. 
She has glasses and carries in her hand a white cane. She has only one arm; always sniffles 
and sometimes blows her nose through her fingers.’ (Ionesco, 1995:137) The playwright 
depicts his characters in a grotesque manner pushed to extremes, a theatrical device meant 
to keep the audience outside the psychological realism convention. The same didascalies 
give a suggestion on the acting: ‘Everything could be acted in the Marx Brothers style.’ 

Le Gros Monsieur behaves rudely to his sister, despising her for her ugliness and con-
stantly sending her back to the kitchen, while he negotiates with the humble painter the 
price of a painting depicting a beautiful woman, with an ‘imperial air’, a queen maybe, 
with features barely recognizable: ‘Her legs, her ankles and her torso are not visible, yet 
can be guessed out,’ (Ionesco, 1995:158) says the rich businessman, while contemplating 
the painting he had hung out on the wall. Once the poor painter has left with his hands 
almost empty, the situation is suddenly reversed, and the power relationship between the 
brother and sister is radically transformed. Ionesco indicates the change in Alice’s personality 
as ‘shockingly aggressive’ while Le Gros Monsieur bends more and more in humility. In 
the second part of the play, the ugly sister becomes the abuser and her brother the victim. 

Sexually aroused by the carnal beauty of art, Le Gros Monsieur literally consumes 
the painting – he touches it, smells it, even tries to place a tridimensional crown on the 
beautiful woman’s head. Ionesco’s didascalies set again the style of acting: ‘The actor can 
be as erotic as the censorship allows it, or as much as the audience can take it; or he can be 
lyric in a ridiculous, and emphatic way. Either way, he must be silly.’ (Ionesco, 1995:167)

Alice becomes more and more aggressive in her effort to keep her brother’s attention 
on calculating the millions made at the stock exchange, instead of getting himself lost in 
the picture’s contemplation. Literally beaten with his sister’s white cane, exasperated by the 
psychological torture administrated by Alice with mathematical cruelty, Le Gros Monsieur 
goes to the kitchen and brings on the stage a revolver. He will use it to shoot the mean and 
ugly Alice, who magically transforms into a beautiful woman, identical with the painted 
one. The white wig and the glasses fall off, while Alice’s arm grows back, under the audi-
ence’s eyes – a ‘scenic effect’, as Ionesco calls it. ‘Painting with the revolver,’ says Le Gros 
Monsieur, who adds Alice was ‘re-educated by terror’. The same transformative artistic 
act is performed on the ugly Neighbour Lady, who invited herself into the apartment to 
do some knitting, and on the Painter, whom a simple bullet turns into Prince Charming!

Spellbound by the art’s power, Le Gros Monsieur holds the revolver to his head, in 
a desperate attempt to transform himself into a work of art. In a fairground atmosphere 
festivals indicated by Ionesco, he steps closer to the proscenium arch, begging the audience 
to shoot him: ‘Who wants to shoot me? Does anyone want to shoot me, as well? Who 
wants to shoot?’ (Ionesco, 1995:176)
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The final scene of the play bears Ionesco’s trademark, who polemically challenges 
the audience in all his dramatic writings. The ending of The Picture is actually a reversed 
dramatic situation of the rejected ending of The Bald Prima Donna (1948), ‘where the 
Philistine audience was to have been machined gunned from the stage’. (Esslin, 2001:167)

Unlike the 1955 failed staging of The Picture by French director Robert Postec, Pintilie 
was extremely successful in materializing on a television set the guignolesque atmosphere 
indicated by Ionesco, the circus humour, the clowning over-acting style, the grotesque of 
the situation, the “idiotic” non-sensical development of the plot. It is the idiocy of the 
whole theatrical endeavour, from writing to staging and acting that Ionesco felt compelled 
to stress out in the introduction of the Pleiade edition of his play, warning on the dangers 
of realism and of the open critique directed towards the artist’s capitalist exploitation, in 
staging the text:

In fact this Punch and Judy play must be acted by circus clowns in the 
most childish, exaggerated, idiotic manner possible. … The reversals of 
situations must happen brusquely, violently, crudely, without preparation. 
… It is only by extreme exemplification … that the meaning of this farce 
can be brought out and become acceptable through its very unacceptability 
and idiocy. (apud Esslin, 2001:167)

The American critics acclaimed Pintilie’s television adaptation of The Picture. Cecil Smith’s 
review published in Los Angeles Times refers to Pintilie as the ‘brilliant young Romanian 
director’ who directed a ‘widely excessive slapstick comedy’ that develops into ‘a bursting 
fireworks of beauty’ and ends as a ‘desperate tragedy’. Variety’s critic describes the TV play in 
vivid images: in clown pants and dressing gown, Le Gros Monsieur played by American actor 
Jacques Aubuchon jumps furiously on his desk, snores, picks his teeth, splashes the Painter 
with a garden hose, as if watering a plant, all in an atmosphere of circus humour conducted 
by Pintilie as a ‘controlled abandonment’ (apud Pintilie, 2003:306-7). In his comments on 
this review, the director highlights controlled abandonment has been the North Star of his 
theatrical work, experimented as ‘the simulated free fall’ in his Pirandello’s productions.

Yet, it is the ending of the play which fired up Pintilie’s creative imagination, pushing 
him to look for an unusual, radical artistic solution to the absence of a real audience 
on the television set. So, he decided to get out of the television set to the streets of Los 
Angeles, and to continue the play with a happening filmed in a ciné-verité manner. This 
is how he motivates his decision in bricabrac, in an exposé recapturing the excitement of 
the discussion between him and the producer Lewis Freedman, and which reads out more 
as a stream of consciousness, than a structured dialogue: 

We are on TV, the public doesn’t exist, go, man, and look for it in the 
street, “Le gros monsieur” gets out of the screen, runs, searches on the Sunset 
Boulevard (…) for a kind man to shoot him, pushes the gun against the 
belly of the American citizen – a real gun, not a circus one – “Would you 
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mind firing at me?”, are you aware, Lewis, what a sensational passage from 
the Marx Brothers to ciné-verité (Lewis Freedman, the producer, trembles 
with fear and pleasure) and what happens next, he asks me pallidly, well, this 
is exactly the brilliant thing about it, that we don’t know, forgive me Lewis 
for telling you so directly, it’s only like this that I’m making the ending, 
what I would love most would be in a hotel, like this one, something like 
Somerset Maugham type, I will grab him to get into a hotel, you’re mad, 
you’re mad, he gesticulates and runs away, Bob Kennedy was shot here, ok, 
ok, I’m not stubborn, I run after him. … In the evening the contract was 
signed – with a clause stipulating the conditions for the end of the play. 
The ending will be shot live, on Sunset Boulevard. (Pintilie, 2003:307-8)

Coming the day of the shooting, despite the fact the LA Chief of Police (a former actor 
who loved movies) approved the shooting on the Sunset Boulevard, the Romanian director 
changed his mind at the very last minute. The script he wrote for the ciné-verité scene 
didn’t feel that compelling anymore. In the last scene, Le Gros Monsieur, to be executed 
in an hour, surrounded by his seven children and wife, ‘all Xerox copies of the paternal 
model (fat, wearing clown wigs, all crying) is waiting to be pardoned by the governor of 
California. Troubled by this Mexican telenovela, (…) at the very last minute, I melted 
down and I moved the shooting from Sunset Boulevard to the unexpressive parking lot 
next to the studio. I destroyed the film’s end’. (Pintilie, 2003:308)

However, despite Pintilie’s personal disappointment, the television audience experienced 
the existential cathartic impact he sought, even if the scene shot in the parking lot was less 
challenging than the ciné-verité version without a controlled outcome. In the eyes of Los 
Angeles Time’s critic Cecil Smith, the final scene in which ‘Aubuchon’s bulky body is shot 
down in a parking lot by unseen machine guns, his top hat rolling across the pavement 
(…) is a dark and devasting experience.’ He adds: ‘In the case of The Picture, it is not easy 
to watch; it is harder to forget’. (Smith, 1971).

ART OF CIRCUS AND METAPHYSICAL GAG:  
EDUCATING THE AUDIENCE PERCEPTION
The aggressive challenge of the audience in order to force it into questioning the human 
existence is part of Eugene Ionesco’s aesthetics: “An artistic creation is by its very novelty 
aggressive, spontaneously aggressive; it is directed against the public, against the bulk of 
the public; it causes indignation by its unusualness, which is itself a form of indignation.” 
(apud Esslin, 2001:169)

Pintilie created the unusualness Ionesco is speaking about by abruptly switching the cold 
medium of television (in Marshall McLuhan’s terms) with the hot one of film. This artistic 
choice didn’t leave the television viewer enough time to adjust to the new form of perception. 
Everything seemed more awkward than it already was – a ‘phantasmagoria of flamboyant, 
exuberant slap-stick surrounding the pompous Aubuchon,’ (Smith, 1971) – , acted by 
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clowns in a silly, excessive and grotesque manner, that went beyond the Marx Brothers’ circus 
humour. ‘The play literally leaps out of the TV screen,’ writes the Los Angeles Times critic.

The contrast between the final scene’s theatricality, its artificial construction and the 
naturalistic banality of the set – a grey, anonymous parking lot – brings out the falsity of 
everyday life and its lack of substance. Following Ionesco’s didascalies, Pintilie devised an 
‘extreme exemplification’ of the grotesque farce of Le Gros Monsieur to force the audience 
to take an existential leap, in order to experience, and not to understand, the deep meaning 
of the text. The “cover up” of nothingness with beautifully adorned walls sends you in 
front of the firing squad. And the lie is even more terrible when Beauty and Art are used 
to efface the emptiness of life.

The Picture is a ‘metaphysical gag’, a generic name given by Pintilie to a theatrical and 
film device which he uses to achieve what he calls ‘the intensity of the instant moment’ 
(Pintilie, 2003:217-8). The ontological moment is generated when the fictional, secondary 
world of the text (as he calls it) intersects with the real, material one, ‘when the Antimatter 
and Matter meet’ (Pintilie, 2003:216). A process that he describes as the incorporation of 
text in Reality, into ‘The Real’ (Pintilie, 2003:360).

The incorporation into reality of Le Gros Monsieur / Aubuchon is designed by the 
director as a big splash of energy. In the final scene described by Cecil Smith in his review, 
after he has fallen down under the bullet rampage unleashed by unseen machine guns, 
Aubuchon’s frock coat is ‘exploding in a literal torrent of blood splashing out like bright red 
paint (…)’ (Smith, 1971). The actual physical phenomenon of annihilation of antimatter 
by matter generates energy, according to physicists. In The Picture energy bursts out at the 
physical contact of the rich man’s fat figure, empty on the inside, with the consistency of 
the material world. 

The incorporation of the fictional world into ‘The Real’ is possible due to the double 
nature of reality, which one has to be aware of constantly. Pintilie confesses he educated 
his gaze by watching, when he was a kid, how the peasants eat: “No fantastic prose could 
reveal more about the double nature of reality then this simple, elementary spectacle in 
which each gesture expressed a cosmic order. It was then when I started to educate my 
gaze. Always looking for this celestial mechanics.” (Pintilie, 2003:357-8)

In The Picture the Romanian director combined the insane circus humour and the 
negating spirit of carnival to deconstruct reality at its ultimate detail, but this time under 
different conditions of experimentation. It’s only by sinking into Chaos and its irration-
ality that one can understand the Order of reality. The teleplay is an exercise in educating 
the gaze of the spectator, who by watching the upside-down world of Le Gros Monsieur 
/ Aubuchon and his grotesque sister learns to see beyond it. All this feels like an actual 
experience, and not as a theatrical artifice: 

In a cell-like gray, concrete courtyard, behind whose walks lurks his 
hideously deformed sister, one hand a hook (…) Aubuchon swings across 
the courtyard on vines like Tarzan, at other times sprinkles the dead sticks of 
a garden (and the painter) with a garden hose which is apparently attached 
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to an unmanned pump. (…) [M]uch later in the play, Aubuchon pushes 
the same hose into his sister’s mouth, then shoots her and dashed to the 
pump which then gushes forth bright red blood which he thirstily gulps. 
But the shooting only transforms the hideous crone into a beautiful prin-
cess. The painter is transformed into a circus performer on a bicycle. The 
courtyard comes ablaze with colored lights as Aubuchon shoots again and 
again. (Smith, 1971)

 
For Pintilie circus gags are a ritualistic revelation of the celestial mechanics which 

orchestrates each event of our lives: ‘Watch Buster Keaton’s or Chaplin’s movement (in 
their first movies, of course). Nothing is real. What exists is only a memory of the Real 
– hallucinating precise and selective –, the Real is transposed into a celestial mechanics’. 
(Pintilie, 2003:357-8)

From this perspective, the choice for Ionesco’s less know text The Picture could also 
be seen as an opportunity for him to explore America’s specific type of circus humour, 
targeted at an American audience, within a narrative which at least on the surface told a 
familiar story. This is how the TV guides presented it:

• Synopsis 1: Story of a rich man who seeks to buy beauty.
• Synopsis 2:  An unhappy rich old man who unsuccessfully tries to buy beauty by purchasing 

a painting from a young artist.
It’s only that the transposition of the reality presented in the synopsis into the celestial 

mechanics of The Picture doesn’t have anything to do with the familiarity of the story, 
as it is told in the newspapers. Mediated by the TV and film cameras, Ionesco’s theatre 
was incorporated into the American reality, pushing the viewer to see what lies beneath.

ENDNOTES
1. Hollywood Television Theatre is an anthology series produced by KCET Los Angeles, a PBS 

affiliate, for the purpose of adapting stage plays for the small screen. It ran between 1970 and 

1978 and featured early appearances by many distinguished members of the acting fraternity.

2. All the quotations from Lucian Pintilie’s bricabrac in this article are translated from Romanian by 

the author of the article.
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